
Wednesday, August 25, 2021
Beginning of the Year! STEAM @ Tope Code

GOOD MORNING, TOPE FAMILY!  Take a moment to breathe in, breathe out and settle in for a few
minutes.

We have been learning about our STEAM @ Tope vision. Our vision is ENGAGE with confidence
EQUIP with knowledge; EMPOWER for lifelong learning and innovation. You also had
the opportunity to write a classroom vision.  I can’t wait to see what each individual
class came up with!

This week, we are going to learn about a CODE! Our code helps us understand the values and

standards that we commit to in order to attain our vision.  Our code consists of the 4 Cs—Confidence,

Community, Compassion and Collaboration.

We talked about Confidence last week in our vision and it is SO IMPORTANT that we included it in our

CODE -- Confidence means that you believe in yourself. Every single human (big or small) works on their

confidence on a daily basis!  When I am not feeling confident, I stand tall, breathe and tell myself—YOU

GOT THIS!  I want to also stress that it is critical to not only have confidence in yourself, but in others as

well!  Learn to not only believe in yourself, but believe in those around you.

As you walk down your path of awesome, believe in yourself and believe in others and have
CONFIDENCE in knowing that you GOT THIS!

VOCABULARY--

Code

Confidence

VIDEO-

https://safeshare.tv/x/kILx4s76WCc# Confidence is Key (1:00) Intermediate

https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5b8e78ef87705# Believe in Yourself (2:00) Primary

https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5b8e7973d9501# 3 Tips to Build your Confidence (4:15) Ted Ed from last week!
OPTIONAL

ACTIVITY/IES-

1) Please review SOPs for Hallway TODAY! Also, sign up for the RECESS SOP REVIEW happening TOMORROW!
2) Talk about the 4 C’s.  Divide chart paper into four squares- write 4 cs in each area.  Define Confidence. If

you are confident, what do you say to yourself?  Make connections to self-talk!

https://safeshare.tv/x/kILx4s76WCc
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5b8e78ef87705
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5b8e7973d9501

